
AN ANALYSIS OF AN ALLEGORY OF CORRUPT IN THE NOVEL ANIMAL

FARM BY GEORGE ORWELL

Explanation and analysis of Animal Farm's themes and symbols, as well as George Orwell's Animal Farm is a political
allegory about revolution and power. The pigs' descent into corruption is a key element of the novel.

Through the tale of a group of farm animals who overthrow the owner of the farm, Animal Farm explores
themes of totalitarianism, the corruption of ideals, and the power of language. Retelling the story of the
emergence and development of Soviet communism in the form of an animal fable, Animal Farm allegorizes
the rise to power of the dictator Joseph Stalin. The pigs cement their claim to power through manipulating the
other animals with force and their superior intellect. Symbols As an allegorical novel, Animal Farm is rife
with symbolism. In the novella, the overthrow of the human oppressor Mr. Symbols George Orwell's Animal
Farm is a political allegory about revolution and power. George Orwell uses animals in this clever allegory to
represent humans. The animals in the story decide to have a revolution and take control of the farm from the
humans. To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from
the essays. The animals of "Manor Farm" overthrow their human master Mr. Named after the French Emperor,
Napoleon also follows his namesake in betraying the democratic ideals which propelled him into his position.
Orwell indirectly proposes that power given to the government will ultimately become corrupt and they will
attempt to force all to conform to their one set standard. Snowball is an eloquent speaker who composes the
philosophy of Animalism and persuades his fellow beasts with the power of his oratory. One night the animals
take over a farm because they are frustrated about being mistreated and forgotten. Orwell hoped to write a
novel that exposed the murderous truth of the Soviet System; he employed allegory to show a truth that
remained unclear to many. Orwell makes the reader realize just how bad a society of dictatorship can really
be. In either case, the novella points to the force of this tendency toward class stratification in many
communities and the threat that it poses to democracy and freedom. According to Lord Actin, "Power corrupts
and absolute power corrupts absolutely," states that power can make an individual vulnerable to corruption.
The animals representing the people of Russia are depicted as complicit in this corruption through inaction,
fear, and ignorance. The animals let the pigs lead the farm, thereby placing them into a position of power.
Anyway, his popularity and high profile are still useful to Napoleon when he is gone. With this act, Napoleon
fully embodies the human qualities that the animals once revolted against. This political view is that
Communist ideas can not work without using excessive power, also that political systems can easily be
corrupted by power-hungry people. When Boxer is sold to the Knacker, Napoleon uses the money to purchase
whiskey. The expulsion of Mr. He makes this argument through the allegory of the farm. Power makes one
feel as if that person was a God, which is a sign of the corruption in that individual. Need an extra hand with
some English? Much like the Soviet intelligentsia, the pigs establish themselves as the ruling class in the new
society. The difference between a nice Utopian idea and what goes wrong in real life has to do with human
nature


